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1. Introduction of the Minkowski space (MS) led to the uni
fication of space and time into a sole four-dimensional mani
fold, thus reinforcing the interrelation between space and 
time coordinates following from the Lorentz transformations. 
It was as if time had acquired the properties of an ordinary 
coordinate. Naturally, the properties of the MS are not, generally speaking, equivalent to those of the ordinary Euclidean 
space. A direct consequence of introduction of the MS, and of 
the related condition of relativistic covariance, was the pre
diction of objects with negative energies, moving backward in time. Actually, symmetry of the MS with respect to time rever
sal111 served as the basis for establishing this fact, while 
application of the Stlickelberg - Feynman reinterpretation 
principle*/2,3/ made it possible to identify such objects 
with the observed antiparticl~s. 

We shall discuss the peculiarities of the indicated approach 
as well as the consequences following from it. We shall also 
touch upon the interrelation between space reflection and time reversal. 

2. Symmetry of the MS and antipaPticles. Symmetry of the MS with respect of reflections represents a consequence of the 
laws of Nature being (to a high degree) invariant relative to 
spatial inversion, P , and time reversal, T. What concerns 
spatial inversion, for instance specular reflection, the lat
ter is quite a common notion. We are absolutely not used to 
the operation of time reversal, however, since in the macro
world time flows in a definite direction. 

Natu~ally, the·fact itself that to each elementary process there corresponds a reversed (inverse) process was known long 
ago. T-invariance was, generally, considered a common pro
perty inherent in all motions governed by any forces. 

A result peculiar to the theory of relativity, however, is 
that within its fr·amework the energy p 0 of an object is defined as 

*See also Ref. 141 for References related to this issue. 
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dx0 

m--' 
dr 

(I) 

where m is the object's mass, X0 = t, r is the proper time. 

Therefore, t ~-1 t I will correspond to the object moving with 

negative energy, p 0 =-IEI, backward in time, similar to mo

tion in the negative direction along the x-axis with a mo

mentum pl ~ -I p 11 , In the general case we will, obviously, 

have motion in the opposite 4-direction of a particle of mo

mentum pi~ -I pi I 
To better apprehand the physical meaning of the last re

sult we turn to the Figure. In it the space-time picture is 
presented of the motion of a 

particle (in a plane MS) of 

x' 

/ 

/ 
;B / 

' / 1/ 

t' 

X 

energy E from point A( -t, -x) 

to point B( t , x) ; the arrows. 

indicate the direction of the 

particle spin •sA (the heli

city A ~-I/2). Let the charge 

of the particle be q-. Now we 

shall pass to the (t ', x ') -map 

which is derived from the 1n1-

tial (t,x)-map with the aid 

of 2-inversion*. In the (t', 
x') -map the particle moves 

from A(t ', x ') to B( -t ', -x') 

exhibiting an energy of -E. 
Thus, at point A the energy 

increases by the quantity E, the spin BAs and a charge q+ 

appear; at point B the energy decreases by the same quantity 

and the spin sBA appears together with the charge q-. But 

such a picture of a particle of negative energy moving back

ward in time is in absolute disagreement with our every-day 

macroscopic. experience based on the existence of "time ar

rows". Indeed, since we pertain to the macroscopic world, we 

are not even capable of "seeing" a particle moving backward 

in time. Therefore, taking advantage of usual language (the 

reinterpretation principle) we shall interpret this pheno

menon as follows. 
At the moment of time -t' a particle of energy E and 

charge q + leaves point B( -x ') ; at the time t" it arrives 

at point A(x') , its helicity is A ~I/2. But this is just 

* In the general ease this will be 4-inversion. 
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~rhat we usually call an antiparticle. Hence it is evident 
that its other characteristics (mass, lifetime, magnetic mo
ment, etc.) must necessary remain intact. The above transiti
on is in some way similar to T-inversion. It is, however, 
obvious that here the directions of the t'- and x' -axes re
main unaltered, as do the directions of the dual E'- and p'~ 
axes. In accordance with the reinterpretation procedure the 
initial and final states are exchanged (the source A and the 
detector B exchange roles), which leads to a change in sign 
of the energy, momentum, charge and helicity of the particle. 

Of course, it must be admitted that backward motion in 
time itself is not something totally unusual. It is suffici
ent to recall backward movies. The same can be said about ne
gative energy. Here the principle of detailed balance may 
serve as an example, the test of whi'ch in strong interacti
ons, for instance., is performed with the aid of direct and 
inverse reactions: 

... 25Mg + P. (2) 

What is important here is that while the direct reaction in-
volves release of energy (Etnlt ~ O, E fl ~ 1 E 1) then the 
inverse one involves its consumption {E1:u =0, Ettn =-lEI)* 

However, the backward motion in time of an object, which, 
besides, exhibits negative energy, is totally at variance 
with our every-day experience. We shall, oi necessity, per
ceive such motion to be "reinterpreted". Figuratively, this 
is like when the images of objects seen by the eye are turned 
upside down (reinterpreted). 

3. The Dirac vacuum. Evidently, the above considered ap
proach essentially represents an alternative to the conventi
onal concept based on the existence of the Dirac vacuum. In
deed, within this approach there is no need of artificial in
troduction of a non-observable "endless sea" of oc;cupied sta
tes (from nearly the entire spectrum of elementary particles, 
at least, of its fermion part) with negative energies. This 
is not to mention the fact that the electron vacuum initially 
introduced by Dirac had to have infinite charge. The latter 

*By anaZogy with the above the preceding approach can be 
considered a sort of appZication of the principZe of detaiZed 
baZance to the motion of an individuaZ particZe. 
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could, for example, be compensated by the infinite charge of 
the proton vacuum, But what is one to do with the infinite 
charge of the muon vacuum? .•. Another difficulty is related 
to the decay of non-stable fermions. It seems one can avoid 
it, if one considers all the possible states for the decay 
products to be occupied, and so on. Truly, it is not easy to 

renounce the notion that charged particles occupying the ne
gative levels make up a complicated system, since they inter
act electrically (and not only electrically) between them
selves. But the most essential difficulty seems to be that 
the Dirac vacuum must possess infinite mass and, in particu
lar, an infinite continuous spectrum of state of negative 
energy. 

At the same time the following must be noted. The intro
duction of states of negative energy is actually based on the 
presence of a negative sign in the relativistic formula for 

energy: E = ± J m'! + (p )2 Now, since this formula holds 
also for bosons, we should admit the existence of such a 
usea", for example, in the case of pions. By the way, the 
discovery of the antideuteron may serve as an argument in 
favour of the above. As a result the Dirac vacuum should ex
pand infinitely. Moreover, since the Pauli principle no lon
ger restricts the number of particles occupying a sole state, 
bosons will undergo transitions to levels of negative energy 
and be continuously accelerated in doing so, i.e. their ener
gyE ..... -oo. 

Luckily, it seems that, in accordance with modern con
cepts, part of the indicated difficulties (for instance, the 
last one) can be overcome. Indeed, in accordance with the 
quark model of hadron structure all the non-leptonic part of 
the "traditional" Dirac vacuum is merely reduced to a "sea" 
of quarks with negative energies. Nevertheless, even such a 
drastic simplification of the structure of the Dirac vacuum 
does not eliminate all difficulties. Maybe, the most essenti
al difficulty consists, for example, in that, as before, the 
"simultaneous" production is forbidden of two or more partic
le-antiparticle pairs with identical energy-momentum charac
teristics. This is a consequence of there existing only a 
single quark with given p1 in the "sea", since the existence 
of several "seas" of identical quarks should be forbidden by 
the Pauli principle. At the same time within the framework of 
such lepton-quark vacuum there.still remain difficulties re
lated to its infinite negative charge, mass and energy. 



However, the existence itself of an infinite continuum of 
particles with negative energies does give rise to a certain 
dissatisfaction, since this actually signifies non-symmetry of 
the dual MS with respect to the charge in sign of E • With 
account of formula (1), establishing a rigorous relationship 
between the direction in which time flows and the sign. of the 
energy, this ultimately should signify, also~ non-symmetry of 
the initial, or fundamental, HS. 

It seems that the only way to eliminate the difficulties 
listed above, as well as others, consists in the application 
of the above considered based on the interpretation of anti
particles as objects moving backward in time With negative 
energy. 

4. Non-conservation of lepton charge. It must be pointed 
out that the prediction of antiparticles was essentially 
already made in the fundamental work published by Minkowski 
in 1908 /5/ * , in which, in particular, formula ( 1) was intro
duced. Truly, it is anyhow difficult to do without the rein
terpretation principle. But, maybe the most essential thing is 
the following: what we term antiparticles simply reflects the 
joint influence of the properties of the MS proper and of its 
conjugate energy-momentum space. Therefore, questions concern
ing such issues as the equality of the masses of particles and 
antiparticles, their lifetimes and so on (in the conventional 
approach such issues require special proofs) do not even arise 
at all. 

As follows from the above consideration, the T- operation 
essentially leads to antiparticles which differ from the res
pective particles by the sign of o~e or another charge. There
fore, it might seem that violation of T-invariance should 
lead to the "introduction" itself of antiparticles being im
possible. We recall that the observed non-conservation of the 
combined CP-parity in the decays of K0 -mesons actually 
signifies violation of T-invariance in weak interactions. 
Therefore, the previous assertion is evidently first of all 
related to particles only participating in these interactions. 
But neutrinos are such particles, and they differ from anti
neutrinos by the sign of their lepton charge. From the above 
it follows that violation of T-invariance must be accompanied 

*That is long before the well-known article by Dirac 161 • 
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by violation of the lepton charge conservation. A characteris
tic example here can be provided by the K fs -decays: 

Kl, ~ rr- + t+ + "t 

KL ~ ,+ + t- + iit 
(f=e,,..) 

(3a) 

(3b) 

Non-conservation of the lepton charge signifies the possibili
ty of the corresponding antineutrino Vf being produced in the 
first reaction and of the neutrino vf in the second reaction. 
Naturally, there exists a temptation to admit a "strong" vio
lation of the law of lepton conservation, when, for instance, 
in Ku -decays there will be produced v,.. (iii') , and vice 
versa. In any case, a check of the noted possible non-conser
vation of the lepton charge would obviously be interesting. 
This is so, even though the expected effect should be quite 
small owing to the extremely weak violation of CP-symmetry. 

5. The interreLation between the P- and T-operations fol
lowing from relativity theory has already been discussed pre
viously 171 • However, owing to the importance of this problem 
we shall once again take it up, and, taking into account the 
latest results, we shall also touch upon the charge a-opera
tion. 

Consider a (pseudo) scalar wave function 9 '(t', &') des
cribing, for example, an object at rest. Now perform (for the 
special case of t' •0) inversion of the space coordinate: 

9'(0,&') ~ + 9'(0, -K'), (4) 

From the point of view of another inertial reference system S 
moving with respect to the initial one, 8' , this procedure 
will, on the basis of the Lorentz transformations, look like 
the following: · 

9(t,K) ~ :j: 9(-t,-K), (5) 

Consider a certain interaction (process) to take place as a 
result of which the 8'-observer aaes a mixture of states ap
pearing with a spatial parity (P) differing from the initial 
one. In other words, the interaction proceeds with violation 
of P-parity. From the point of view of the 8 -obaerver, howe
ver, the appearance of a mixed state may be related ~ither to 
the violation of spatial or time parity, or to the combined 
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action of both factors: In the general case (t' +Ol spatial 
inversion in its own right is not a covariant operation from 
the point of view of an 8-observer, 

Moreover, we recall the representation of t and x 
through the operational coordinates t_ and t-:" 

t =: (t+ + t_), X= j-(t+-t_), (6) 

From (6) it is obvious that a charge in the sign of X indi
cates transition to -t+ and -t_ , while this, in turn, means 
a change in the direction of time (inversion of the time co
ordinate t ), i.e. essentially a 2-inversion. In the general 
case, for example, within the framework of the "Cartesian 
model" /9/ this will represent a 4-inversion. In this case, 
however, it seems absolutely not understandable that the vio
lation of T-inv~riance is significantly weaker than of P
invariance. Truly, a certain explanation may consist in that 
the interaction depends on the reversed coordinate. Than, as 
it follows from (6), an agreement with experiments can be 
achieved for t+= t _ • But at any rate one should (once again 
as a result of· the introduction of the MS) speak about rela
tivistic reflection (R) , i.e. of the joint operation PT** • 

It must be underlined that the issue of the validity of 
parity conservation, naturally, is broader than the framework 
of relativity theory. However, as it follows from the preced
ing arguments pointing to the close interrelation between the 
P- and T- operations, within the frame of relativity theory 
non-conservation of spatial parity must necessarily lead to a 
violation of T-invariance. Actually, this fact was confirmed 
by the well-known experiment of Ref.lll/ , in which the non
conservation of combined parity was first observed. 

Let ua once again turn to the Figure. Again we perform the 
R -operation, i.e. pass to ( t', x ') -map. But, besides this, 
we shall, in accordance with the C -operation, change the di
rection of the "charge axis", therefore at A we shall now 
have q+ (and helicity A •I /2). On the basis of the reinter-

, pretation principle, and taking account of the results of 

• Or tJaPiables of the light froont, which in the case of a 
plane MS have a veroy simple physical meaning: they roeproesent 
the deparoturoe time and the roeceiving time of a light signal 
i?j a roada2' ezperoiment (see, foro example, Ref. 181 ) • 

*usually one is said to deal with a stroo~ roefZection of 
the time space R

1 
(see, foro example, Ref. 10! ) • 
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section 2, we shall interpret the corresponding process as 
follows. A particle of energy E , charge q- and helicity 
A =-I /2 departs from point B( -x') at the moment of time-t'. 
Now, this is just what we call a particle. Thus, while the 
R -operation led to the antiparticles, the C-operation 
brought us back to the initial state. The latter condition 
can be written down with the aid of the formula TPC =1. 
But, this, obviously, is just what is usually called the 
CPT -theorem 1121 , which was introduced only within the 
framework of quantum field theory. 

6. Conclusion. As one of the principle consequences of the 
introduction of the MS and of its conjugate energy-momentum 
space we have considered the backward motion in time of par
ticles with negative energies. Hith account of the reinter
pretation principle this leads to the existence of antipar
ticles. The proposed approach exhibits significant advantages 
as compared to the conventional approach based on the exis
tence of the Dirac vacuum. One of its most characteristic 
consequences consists in that the violation of CP -invariance 
must be accompanied by violation of the law of lepton charge 
conservation (for example, in Ke3 -decays). Relativization 
of the space-time coordinated also permitted to establish the 
interrelation between spatial and time reflections. This 
means, for instance, that non-conservation of space parity 
must necessarily be related to the violation of T-invari
ance. The CPT -theorem actually reflects the symmetry pro
perties of the MS. 

The author is grateful to D.B.Pontecorvo for the transla
tion of this paper. 
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